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KnowledgeSERVER®

• Packaged Applications
• Centralized, Secure Access
• Web Services
• Task Automation
• Process Management
• Change Control

• Batch Scoring
• Real Time Scoring
• Scriptable Engine; Open API
• Supports popular server platforms
• Standards-based

KnowledgeSTUDIO®
KnowledgeSEEKER®

• Intuitive GUI and processes
• Interactive Discovery 
• Profiling, modeling and deployment
• Scalable and easily integrated 
• Current, proven technology platform

PPrroocceessss  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  TToooollss

Mining Manager®

• Configurable Solution 
• Best Practices based Templates
• Streamlined Workflow
• Improved Documentation

• Fast Deployment
• Reduced Deployment Risk
• Flexibility for Integration
• High Reliability and Availability 

• Ease of Use 
• Low Learning Curve
• Fast Time to Results
• Better Rules & Strategies
• More Business Value
• Affordable

Offerings

Features

Benefits

Market  Proven  Software.  Focused  Services  Expertise.

KnowledgeSTUDIO® Enterprise

Claims  &  Payments  Analysis™

FundGUARD™  

Predictive, advanced solutions for analytics departments. 

For consumer and small business credit portfolio managers.

For claims and payments investigators and internal auditors.  

For mutual fund and wealth management sales managers.

Telecom  Marketing  Analytics™ For communications industry marketing professionals.

Targeted  Solutions.  Demonstrable  Business  Value.  Immediate  ROI.
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Angoss empowers people to make "Better Business Decisions.  Every Day."TM  

Many of the world's leading companies use Angoss predictive analytics software to grow revenues, while reducing risk and cost.
Angoss helps our clients discover the key drivers of customer behaviors, predict future trends and events, and act with con-
fidence when making business decisions.

During 2004 we increased revenues by 30% to over $6 million.  Solid European growth and an improved second half perform-
ance in North America helped us achieve this result.

Our 2004 revenues were generated primarily from packaged software sales and related services.  We continue to grow our user
communities in financial services and telecommunications accounts with existing and new clients, and to expand our client base
within life sciences, retail and other industries.  We expect our various branded packaged software sales to continue to expand
in 2005.

Partnerships with leading enterprise software and services organizations are integral to our business success.  Royalties, pack-
aged software sales, and implementation service revenues associated with partner sales all contributed to revenues in 2004.
In 2005 we look forward to continuing to expand existing partner relationships as well as announcing additional partnerships.

During 2004 we focused on expanding our offerings with predictive analytics solutions combining comprehensive Angoss soft-
ware systems and a broad set of implementation services.  At the end of the second quarter, we announced four specific solu-
tion initiatives - Credit Risk Reporting & Analytics™, FundGUARD™, Claims & Payments Analysis™, and Telecom Marketing
Analytics™.

These solutions address targeted industry specific business opportunities.  They provide highly targeted, demonstrable busi-
ness value benefits and are delivered on a common, standards-based, and uniquely differentiated Angoss predictive analytics
software platform.  An Angoss solution offers extended capability to a broader audience of business users faster and more effec-
tively than traditional packaged software.  We are excited about the ability of our solutions to deliver significant value to our cus-
tomers. 

We are already working in 2005 on the initial phases of solution deployments at select client sites.  Preliminary results have
been encouraging, and during 2005 we expect this process to continue - with expansion of successful implementations at exist-
ing client sites as well as through expansion of our opportunities funnel, signed contracts, and solution launches for additional
clients.

By succeeding in solution development and deployment areas, we will be able to accelerate revenue growth and business
expansion, while enhancing shareholder value by delivering more predictable, repeatable and sustainable growth in quarterly
revenues.

Packaged software sales offer attractive margins, and streamlined sales processes.  However, they tend to deliver low per sale
transaction value and often do not reflect unique differentiated capability.  Solution sales deliver higher business value to buy-
ers - and provide higher revenue to sellers as a result of the expanded software and services required to deliver that value to
buyers.  

Solution sales involve longer and more complex sales cycles, as well as phased implementation timelines that impact revenues.
This expansion of our business capability may impact on quarterly and annual results moving forward, depending on the timing
and value of solution sales proposals and the delivery cycle.

Directionally, our focus is delivering higher value to clients and this trend should result in improved revenue growth moving for-
ward. We have seen the start of this process in 2004 and we hope to continue to progress in this direction in 2005.  

I look forward to meeting with shareholders at our annual meeting this year to review our accomplishments in 2004 and to dis-
cuss our outlook for 2005.

Yours truly,

Eric Apps 

Discover. Predict. ActTM

Better Business Decisions. Every DayTM
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Historically low interest rates, borrower demand, new personal and business credit offerings, and increased competition among
lenders have resulted in significant expansion of consumer and small business credit balances over the past 5 years.  These
growth drivers, industry consolidation, and emerging regulatory requirements all present challenges for credit providers who
want to streamline and improve their credit portfolio management systems, processes, and tools to enable proactive manage-
ment of their portfolios and risk exposures. 

Being able to understand and report on the key components of credit risk can help organizations deliver products that meet the
unique needs of each customer. It also helps organizations to better understand, manage and reduce risk across portfolios,
measure and monitor dynamic changes, and comply with regulations, such as the Basel Accord. Reduced risk means better
pricing, improved regulatory compliance, better bottom line performance and a definitive strategic advantage.

Traditional tools and methodologies have not kept pace with the many industry changes.  Many financial services organiza-
tions currently support their credit risk analytics function with non-scalable statistical tools and legacy reporting systems for data
extraction, preparation and analysis.  These systems are time consuming, expensive, do not integrate well with their enterprise
environments, and divert valuable time, attention and resources away from proactive risk assessment and strategy refinement.

Angoss Credit Risk Reporting & Analytics is targeted to the specific challenges lending organizations face in improving the man-
agement of credit risk across their consumer and commercial credit portfolios.  It provides a powerful, uniquely differentiated
capability that risk managers can use to analyze, assess and proactively respond to dynamic changes that impact on their adju-
dication, account management, and collections business processes. The Angoss Credit Risk Reporting & Analytics solution
combines unique analytics, detection and reporting capabilities that allow managers, analysts and other stakeholders to focus
on strategy and on achieving results.

Angoss clients understand that advanced analytics can be applied throughout the credit lifecycle to drive efficiency, process
improvement and improved bottom line results through lower charge-offs and higher recoveries.  By delivering predictive analy-
sis, reporting and scoring capabilities to portfolio managers and analysts in an integrated fashion, using industry standard tech-
nologies, Angoss Credit Risk Reporting & Analytics offers a compelling alternative for risk management organizations that want
to be able to make "Better Business Decisions.  Every Day."

Credit Risk Reporting & Analytics™ 
Some of the world's largest financial services organizations use Angoss products and services to
drive continuous improvement in their credit lifecycle management systems - for credit approvals,
account monitoring, collection optimization, and to address emerging requirements for enhanced
risk management systems and reporting.  One Angoss client recently saved over $8 million by using
our predictive analytics system to improve their credit collections management processes.  Another
Angoss client has been able to improve alignment between capital requirements and business risk
through intelligent segmentation of portfolio risks. This releases tens of millions of dollars in capital
that can be used to drive revenue and profit growth elsewhere in the business.

Discover. Predict. ActTM

Better Business Decisions. Every DayTM
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The mutual fund and wealth management industries have experienced significant growth over the past decade.  Measured by
assets under management, the mutual fund industry alone represented in excess of $7 trillion dollars worldwide in 2004,
according to industry reports.

Mutual fund managers now face the challenges of a maturing, increasingly competitive industry, and a recurring "churn" prob-
lem.   On average, 20% of fund assets - or $140 billion across the mutual fund industry worldwide  - are being redeemed annu-
ally.  Industry wide, in both direct and wholesale channels, fund companies face pressure to drive increased sales, grow and
maintain assets under management, and strengthen relationships with their distribution partners while simultaneously assess-
ing the effectiveness of their channels.  

Against this backdrop, restrictions on sales and marketing activities are growing.  Reduced top line revenue growth means clos-
er focus on budgets and marketing spend. Fund sales and marketing professionals must increasingly allocate their budget
spend to those regions, channels and opportunities that will drive the highest value for their organizations.  With complex dis-
tribution channels serving thousands of financial advisors, these can be difficult challenges.

As an example of client needs driving solution development, Angoss has brought to market FundGUARD, a unique predictive
analytics system that specifically targets the business challenges for mutual fund sales and marketing organizations.

FundGUARD helps sales and marketing managers of mutual fund companies drive asset growth by applying advanced pre-
dictive analytics capability to assess, flag and alert them to their best sales opportunities and their most significant redemption
risk exposures.

With FundGUARD these organizations are able to:

Discover - Actionable knowledge about their customers and channels they can use for competitive advantage -from
their own data

Predict - Best sales opportunities and highest redemption risks six times better than their current approaches. 

Act - To significantly improve revenue growth while better managing redemption risk - by using highly targeted 
results from advanced analytics to drive continuous sales process improvement.

Delivered on a managed service basis, with full knowledge transfer capability, FundGUARD, provides fund managers with tools
and knowledge that help them do what they do best-drive sales growth.  For fund managers, FundGuard means "Better
Business Decisions.  Every Day."™ 

FundGUARDTM

During the first month of its pilot roll-out with a new client, FundGUARD has generated over $15 mil-
lion in net incremental mutual fund sales.  This was a significant positive swing in peer group per-
formance for this fund manager - in one month.  The return on investment to this client for this ini-
tial phase of the deployment has been outstanding.

Discover. Predict. ActTM

Better Business Decisions. Every DayTM
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The telecommunications industry continues to undergo significant structural change across North America and around the
world.  Industry consolidation.  Price compression.  New technologies, such as Voice-over-IP.  New appliances, such as
Canada's own Blackberry.  Convergence of local, long distance, wireless, Internet and cable based voice and data services.

Retail and business markets for existing services have seen billions of dollars in long distance revenue erosion through price
competition and regulatory changes over the past decade and the emergence of new systems and the promise of entirely new
services offerings for consumer and business markets create both promise and the challenge of new growth opportunities.

Traditional telecom carriers are trying to preserve the value of their traditional local and long distance businesses, while deploy-
ing the cash flow they generate into more profitable communications business segments and service offerings.

Wireless telecom carriers are expanding rapidly but increasingly shifting their attention from traditional growth metrics - sub-
scriber acquisition rates, average revenues per user, and acquisition costs - to more granular measures of customer profitabil-
ity, value and loyalty.  Cable carriers are trying to expand their share of the telephony and Internet access markets by leverag-
ing their broadband capabilities, bundling their services offerings, and introducing new capabilities, while extending their 
cable revenues with new premium content offerings.

All of these companies face a common challenge and are pursuing a common opportunity - maximizing service revenues per
customer, while strengthening best customer relationships through multiple offerings and bundles to fend off competition.

Angoss offers a unique suite of communication solutions focused on putting the power of predictive analytics in the hands of
the telecommunications marketers who are targeting consumer and SME business opportunities. Tailored to the unique needs
of the telecom industry, Angoss solutions specifically target and improve customer loyalty, acquisition rates, and revenue
growth. 

Using the Angoss Telecom Marketing Analytics solution, marketers can easily perform strategic segmentation of their retail and
SME client base on a recurring basis, assess the value of different strategies, and create and execute targeted customer level
offers, while tracking results and measuring return on investment.  Angoss Telecom Marketing Analytics helps marketers exe-
cute more effective marketing strategies designed to maximize revenues and relationship value, while reducing acquisition
costs, and risk of churn from their highly valued customers. 

More affordable - and substantially more effective - than traditional statistical tool-based approaches, Angoss Telecom
Marketing  Analytics delivers high impact and high value to telecom marketers.  When telco marketers learn to understand and
influence customer behavior through the Angoss proven, scientific approach they get "smarter targeting and better marketing."

Telecom Marketing Analytics™ 

Within a few weeks of deployment, Angoss Telecom Marketing Analytics has helped one of our
clients identify a $50 million plus revenue opportunity in a highly targeted SME business segment.
Their sales organization can target these accounts…today. This is the business value impact of
Angoss.  Smarter Targeting.  Better Marketing.

Better Business Decisions. Every DayTM

Discover. Predict. ActTM
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estimate fraud and abuse to represent 20% or more of all claims made in certain industry segments, and with insurance and
entitlements claims in the hundreds of billions of dollars annually, fraud, abuse and error represent a substantial cost to insur-
ers and their customers.

Private and public sector payers also face political, regulatory, competitive and public pressure to streamline and track claims
administration operations, provide timely and efficient approval of claims and payments, and lower premium costs.  They also
face pressure, while preserving client privacy and confidentiality, to proactively investigate and assess claims for potential fraud
and abuse.  These pressures are exerted on organizations that typically process hundreds of millions of individual claims and
payment transactions annually.

Competing considerations - to pay or not to pay - land on the desktops of investigators and auditors who typically lack the time,
staff and resources to conduct detailed analysis and assessment of individual transactions.

Against this backdrop, the special investigations units and audit divisions of most insurers and entitlement providers are hard
pressed to align scarce resources and budget dollars to meet internal needs and regulatory requirements to streamline pay-
ments, reduce waiting times, and lower administrative costs.

As well, internal auditors and special investigations units of all organizations face the mandate to analyze and assess business
process risks in such areas as supplier, employee and customer claims & payments.  This mandate is driven by considerations
of risk management, cost containment, and expanding regulatory requirements related to the accuracy and completeness of
corporate financial statements and the underlying transactions they represent.

Angoss Claims and Payments Analysis™ offers these organizations a standards based system to conduct claims and pay-
ments analysis, while creating, documenting and executing enhanced business processes to automatically audit claims and
payments, screen and approve claims and payments, and flag suspicious transactions for further investigation.

Claims & Payments Analysis™
Angoss was recently selected by one of North America's largest disability insurance providers fol-
lowing a comprehensive selection process to provide a predictive analytics system to support audit,
assessment and verification of employer premium payments.  This solution has applicability for
insurers and other benefits administrators across the industry.  It is part of our commitment to deliv-
er improved analytics tools to improve processes, better measure and reduce risk, and eliminate
abuse.

Better Business Decisions. Every DayTM

Discover. Predict. ActTM
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Angoss addresses the unique needs of the world's most sophisticated users of predictive analytics - global retail banking and
consumer credit organizations.  Many of the world's most advanced users of data mining and predictive analytics have select-
ed Angoss as one of their key analytics vendors and they have done so because Angoss delivers market proven performance,
exceptional software, and significant business value.

Angoss predictive analytics solutions reflect over a decade of focused industry expertise and expanding and developing rela-
tionships with clients. We apply the knowledge we gain from our clients to constantly develop product enhancements and
expand our services to grow and meet the needs of our clients.  Our products and services reflect our relationships, and our
experiences.

KnowledgeSTUDIO Enterprise provides advanced users of predictive analytics systems with an affordable, powerful, standards-
based alternative to traditional systems and methodologies to address current and emerging predictive analytics needs.  Angoss
helps our clients maximize the value of existing systems and skill sets, extend their analytics capabilities, and implement sys-
tematic improvements that position them ahead of the competition to drive improved bottom line business performance.

Angoss already offers the leading alternative to traditional statistical tools for organizations standardizing on the Microsoft plat-
form.  Angoss offerings are tightly integrated with Microsoft Windows, Office and SQL Server platforms.  Angoss also expects
to announce during 2005 expanded support for IBM platforms, under which Angoss will make available to our clients, as part of
our offering, direct integration with the IBM DB2 platform for predictive analytics and deployment.

Many financial services organizations have standardized operational, analytics or both environments on IBM platforms.  They
also use IBM implementation services and technologies on an installed or managed service basis for these environments.  By
providing a fully integrated offering that seamlessly integrates with these environments, Angoss can enhance value for clients
running their data warehousing and other management systems on IBM platforms.

During 2005, Angoss expects to announce additional initiatives in this area.

KnowledgeSTUDIO® Enterprise
Angoss products are used by analysts to drive revenue growth, reduce risk, and continuously
improve decision-making. Angoss clients include 7 of the top 10 corporations worldwide, 3 of the 4
largest Canadian Schedule 1 chartered banks, and 3 of the 4 largest banks in the United Kingdom.

Discover. Predict. ActTM

Better Business Decisions. Every DayTM
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Improved Revenue Performance

Growth exceeded industry projections and peer group company performance.

We experienced growth in Europe throughout the year and North American performance improved, particularly during the
second half of the year.

Both direct and partner channels contributed to revenue growth.

Revenue growth helped us fund expansion of our team and capabilities in marketing, sales and services. 

Expanded Solutions Offerings

We have introduced higher value analytics solutions targeting industry specific challenges.

Predictive analytics solutions are engines of additional revenue growth for Angoss.

Angoss predictive analytics solutions reflect over a decade of industry experience, best practices and software develop-
ment skill sets.

Angoss predictive analytics solutions deliver business value benefits to users faster and more cost effectively then tradi-
tional statistical tools based approaches and methodologies.  

Building Our Team

During 2004, Angoss made progress in aligning our organization to maximize the value of our traditional software, chan-
nel, and solutions based sales opportunities.

We supported additional hires in marketing, sales, expert services, project and product management.

The capabilities of our sales, services, product management and development organizations continue to develop as our
organization matures.  

Our team is focused around driving revenue growth through delivery of predictive analytics solutions that drive business
value to our customers and reflect our uniquely differentiated capabilities.

2004 Results Highlights

Better Business Decisions. Every DayTM

Discover. Predict. ActTM
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Increasing Transaction Value

Angoss continues to make progress towards our goal of delivering substantially higher transaction value sales.

While our analyst tools sales have traditionally been and remain in the low to mid five-figure range per sale, our predictive ana-
lytics solutions are increasingly an order of magnitude larger and combine Angoss software and expert services capability. 

We have been encouraged by the responsiveness of both clients and prospects to this approach.  

Our proposal funnel is growing and we expect predictive analytics solutions to comprise a higher proportion of overall revenues
in 2005 compared to prior years.

Product Development and Innovation

Angoss has been and remains a software solutions company.  While we focused considerable effort during 2004 in aligning our
marketing, sales and service delivery capabilities to support solutions sales, we have also continued to strengthen and improve
our development organization.  

We have invested and continue to invest in research and product development.  We have also continued to expand our port-
folio of intellectual property through patents and trade marks reflecting our uniquely differentiated software and expert services
capability.

During 2005 we expect to release additional important enhancements to and extensions of our software offerings to support our
business expansion from primarily desktop analytics tools-based software sales to enterprise deployment of predictive analyt-
ics systems consistent with our "Discover.  Predict.  Act." positioning.

Better Business Decisions. Every DayTM

Discover. Predict. ActTM
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In our Annual Report last year, and at our annual meeting, we outlined our plans to extend our capabilities with a specific set
of targeted predictive analytics solutions - by starting with our customers and assessing their needs and goals.

Organizations within the financial services industry are well advanced in their use of predictive analytics and face unique issues
and challenges to streamline, standardize and extend their predictive analytics capability.  Angoss is actively working to address
these challenges with innovative enhancements to our products under the Angoss KnowledgeSTUDIO® Enterprise brand.

Outside of the finance industry, most organizations are increasingly looking for integrated, packaged predictive analytics sys-
tems that can address their specific business needs and challenges.  For these needs, predictive analytics solutions delivered
on the Angoss Mining Manager® platform provide a compelling alternative to traditional tools based approaches.

Our experience in selling predictive analytics software and services across many industries has provided Angoss with unique
insight into both the opportunities and challenges organizations face in successfully adopting and using predictive analytics to
unlock insight from their data that can drive business value.  In choosing a well defined set of industry solutions, we have taken
into account the capabilities and experience Angoss has developed across all major industries, the perspectives of key clients
and partners, input from industry analysts and advisory groups, and advice from experienced, external enterprise software
entrepreneurs and strategy consultants.

Equally importantly, our solutions are being driven by the requirements of our customers.  Our commitment to deliver targeted
solutions in response to client driven requirements is well understood within the company.  Credit Risk Reporting & Analytics,
FundGUARD, Claims & Payments Analysis, and Telecom Marketing Analytics provide this specifically targeted capability.  They
address known needs of well-defined stakeholder groups, in clearly defined industries.  

Our solutions are all based on, and delivered from, the Angoss predictive analytics software platform, which is standards-based
and can be deployed in Microsoft, IBM and Oracle environments on Windows and major Unix platforms.  They are all config-
urable solutions that can be deployed across multiple client sites with a minimum of customization and that have the capabili-
ty to be easily extended to address similar business challenges organizations face in other industries.

All of our initiatives, both in solution and software development and expansion, are oriented to delivering more highly focused,
substantially higher value proposals to targeted clients in need of our industry solutions.  

We are pleased with the responses we have received to date from our clients and prospects and expect to see continued
progress during 2005.

Our Outlook for 2005

"Organizations that successfully integrate predictive analytics as an integral component of their
customer lifecycle management activities - in marketing, sales and risk - will be the market leaders
in finance, telecom, retailing and other sectors over the next decade.  Our company strategy and
business development initiatives for 2004 are focused on further strengthening our strategic rela-
tionships with these customers."

Better Business Decisions. Every DayTM

Discover. Predict. ActTM
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